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Hello, Everybody! 

Power Flash has come a long way over the past 

year and a half.  This newsletter will introduce a few 

of the more exciting innovations we have added. 

 

Here is a short list of the major Features and Im-

provements in Power Flash over the past year: 

It’s now all-cloud based:  Although originally designed to be hosted 

directly by each RDS on its own servers, we saw the trend toward cloud 

servers back in 2009, and started hosting the system on our own servers 

for all new customers.  This approach has proved to be the correct one. 

It has allowed us to add features to the system quickly that would not 

have been feasible on clients’ servers.   

We chose to utilize Amazon’s AWS Services to provide a very scalable, 

secure, and robust system. Power Flash is now spread out over ten 

servers, each handling specialized parts of the system.  Each server al-

so has a backup server ready to launch quickly in the event of a problem 

with the primary server. 

 

All of the data servers are secured behind multiple firewall protections, 

and cannot be accessed from the outside world except from the IP ad-

dress at our office. All data is backed up nightly to a third-party backup 

server in addition to Amazon’s backup devices. 

 

(If your RDS is still hosting Power Flash on your own servers, please 

contact us for information and procedures for migrating to our new host-

ed system.) 

 

Customer App: We now have two Customer Apps that will allow 

your customers to place orders.  Each of the Apps will have all the fea-

tures available in your main website, all packaged in a downloadable 

App!   See Page Three for more details. 

 

Driver App: Our Driver App, which is available for both Android and 

Apple users, will allow you to track each of your driver’s location in real-

time. The App will automatically record when the driver arrives and de-

parts from the restaurant, and arrives at the customer’s location. The 
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App had a built-in Chat feature that will allow the dispatcher to communicate with the driver via text right from 

the dispatch screen.  Check our website for information on how your drivers can download the App.  This App 

is free for all Power Flash users and their drivers. 

 

Automated Dispatch:  The system can now dispatch your drivers automatically.  Although it cannot 

yet replace a fully experienced dispatcher on a busy shift when issues arise, it can handle the routine moni-

toring and dispatching of drivers during slow period, or even busy periods if you are adequately staffed.  

When the automated dispatcher encountered a situation it can’t handle on its own, it will send a text to your 

dispatcher asking for help!    

 

Complete Version and Audit Tracking:  Every time a CSR edits an order, the system now creates a 

backup copy of that order that can be viewed at any time. That means that you can immediately tell when any 

change was made to an order, and by whom! 

 

Redesigned Website: The Website has been redesigned to be fully ADA-compliant, and uses the latest 

Bootstrap framework to ensure the best user experience regard of the size or make of the user’s device. All 

of the pages on the site now use English-type names.  Every restaurant and menu has its own direct, search-

able link as well.  The redesign of the site was down from the ground up with Search Engine Optimization in 

mind. 

 

But we also kept the general flow and layout of the site the same so that your current users will be able to use 

the new site without any issues.   

 

Customer Order Tracking:   When the system sends a confirmation email to the driver, it will include a 

link that will allow the customer to track his or her order in real-time.  It will even show them a picture of their 

driver, along with a short bio!  (Sort of like Uber!) 

 

User Surveys.  After the customer completes their meal, the system can send out a survey that you 

create asking for feedback.  Survey results are send directly to you immediately. 

 

Restaurant Rating System.  Customers can rate their experience on a scale of 1 to 5, and can leave 

comments on the site.  Unlike Yelp and other rating systems, Power Flash only allows reviews from custom-

ers who have actually ordered from that restaurant.   The system will allow one review per order.  The use’s 

rating will be counted immediately, but all comments are shown to you for approval prior to being posted on 

the site. 

 

Power Flash Blog System.  Create and manage your blog from within Power Flash. The blog will be-

come part of your site, and can be updated as often as you like! 

 

Website Customization:  There is a lot more customization available to you for the website now.  You 

can even create additional pages from within the system. 

 

 

 

 



Customer App 
The Power Flash Customer App is now available!  Offer your customers the ability to place orders from ei-

ther an Apple or Android app. The Apps have the same feature sets as the Power Flash websites. There are 

two ways that you can offer an APP to your customers: 

 

Ready Set Food App 

Our Ready Set Food App is available to all Power Flash Clients at no extra charge, 

and customers can download it from the App stores or from a link on your website, or 

from the www.ReadySetFood.com website. The Ready Set Food App is shared 

among all Power Flash Clients.   

When a customer first logs into the APP, they are asked to enter their zip code. The 

APP will lookup their zip code to determine which RDS services their area. At that 

point, the APP will assume the identify and logo of that RDS, and will look, act, and 

feel like an APP designed just for your RDS.  They can log into their account, review 

past orders, and place new orders. They will be able to do anything from the APP 

that they can do from your website.  (Except view any custom pages you may have 

added to your site.) 

There are NO extra per-order fees when customers use the Ready Set Food APP. 

Orders placed with the APP are priced just like any other order in the system. 

 

 

Your Own Custom App 

We realize that some RDS’s may wish to have their own branded APP.  We can 

customize the APP for your service, and it will be available in the APP stores under 

your name!  The APP is essentially the same as the Ready Set Food APP, except 

that it will not ask the customer for his zip, and will instead use your RDS exclu-

sively.  The APP will have YOUR logo and brand throughout, and will have no ref-

erence to Ready Set Food.   (Customers who download the Ready Set Food APP 

will still be able to order from your site.  The custom APP just gives you an APP of 

your own). 

There is a one-time fee of $795 to customize and register your APP.  There are 

NO extra per-order fees when customers use the APP. Orders placed with the 

APP are priced just like any other order in the system. 

There are NO extra per-order fees when customers use the APP. Orders placed 

with the APP are priced just like any other order in the system. 



Viewing / Printing / Emailing Orders 

This is one of the most exciting new features in Power Flash this year!  The system has always had the ability 

to generate orders in different formats for dispatchers, restaurants, drivers, and customers. Now, the dispatch-

er can easily view the order from the perspective of each person, and can email the order out in that format as 

well. 

Even more importantly, every time someone edited an order, the system makes an archived copy first. You 

can view any of the archived copies from this screen as well.  This will allow you to determine exactly who 

made what changes, and when they were made. 

When viewing Group and Express orders, you can view the order as a whole, or view any member’s part as a 

separate order. 



Gift Cards 

Gift Cards can be ordered on-line. Customers can 

choose from a wide variety of styles.  Multiple gift 

cards can be ordered at the same time, with each 

gift card going to a different person. 

The system will e-mail the gift cards to the recipient 

as soon as they are purchased, or they can be 

scheduled to be e-mailed out at a later date. 

Gift Cards can be  used as payment for any order 

placed in the system, and can even be used by 

Group Members as payments for their portion of 

the order! 

When Gift Cards are created by CSR’s, multiple 

gift cards can be created simultaneously. For ex-

ample, if you wanted to create 100 Gift Cards to 

give away, you can now do it all at one time, quickly and easily! 



Corporate Accounts 
Several enhancements have been made to the Corporate Account System.   First, Corporate Accounts have 

been separated from Business Records. This means that multiple business can now share the same corpo-

rate accounts. The Corporate Account system is now managed from two screens:  The Corporate Accounts 

Screen and the View//Edit Corporate Account Screen. 

Corporate Accounts Screen 

The main Corporate Accounts screen lists all of your corporate accounts, and here is where you add new corporate ac-

counts.  All of the corporate reports, including Aging, Account Statements, transaction logs, and rosters, are all available 

from the Corporate Accounts Screen. 



View/Edit Corporate Account Screen. 

This screen allows you to setup, edit, and view individual corporate accounts. The transaction register will list every 

charge and payment for this account.  Below with each charge is a list of what payments have been applied to it.  Below 

each payment is a list of the charges to which it was applied. 

Recording Payments and Credits 

The accounting system in Power Flash tracks each charge separately, and every payment or credit is applied to specific 

charges.  You can also issue general credits to an account from this screen. 



Restaurant Accounting 

Managing your restaurant payables is easier now, and is managed from a single screen.  When you setup 

each restaurant, you define its payment schedule, and you setup how it should receive its statements.  State-

ments can be printed, emailed, or both. Or, the system can print checks directly. 

The Settlements Screen 

This screen lists the settlement statements after they have been created. From here, you can view the state-

ments.  The system will automatically either print or email each statement (or do both).  You can manually 

selected one or more statements to print or email as well. 

A Summary Report is available that will report on selected restaurants.  You can choose one or more restau-

rants in the list to be included on that report. Typically, you can use this report to get a summary of all of the 

payments you just made. But you could also use this report to list all the payments to particular restaurant (or 

group of restaurants) for any period of time that you want.  And this report can be emailed as well!   

 

If you use QuickBooks, you can generate the special QuickBooks Interface files needed from here as well.  

The system will generate the files and email them to you so that you can input them into your own Quick-

Books system. 

 



Paying the Restaurants 

From the Settlement Screen, click on “PAY RESTAURANTS” to get to the Pay Restaurant Screen.    

Most of the time, all you have to do it click the “Auto Pay” button, and the system will pay every restaurant 

that is due to be paid. The system automatically knows each restaurant’s payment schedule, and will only 

generate statements for restaurants that have orders due to be paid today. 

Or, you can click on any individual restaurant and manually generate a statement for this pay period, or any 

other. You can double-click on any order or charge to include or exclude it, allowing you to pay exactly what 

you need for the special statement. 

The system marks each order and charge when it is included on a statement, and will never allow you to pay 

for the same order twice, and will never forget to pay for an order, either.  If you manually exclude an order or 

a charge from this statement, the system will remember and include it on the next statement! 



Security System 

The Security System in Power Flash 

has several new features, and is 

much easier to use. All of the security 

features can now be accessed from 

one central location in addition to be-

ing able to be assigned by employee 

or even from the actual routines 

themselves. 

Security Groups 

The easiest way to setup security is to create Security Groups.  A Security Group allows you to grant access to specific 

program functions individually. Then, you can add one or more employees to that group. If the Group has access to the 

function, all members in that group will have access.  Employees can be members of one or more groups. 

Security Audit Mode 

When Security Audit Mode is turned on, each time you access a func-

tion in the system that is security-enabled, a red pop-up box will appear 

that identifies the routine and shows you what group have access to 

that function.   

You can double-click on any group to toggle its access. This makes 

setting up security much quicker and simpler! 



Easier System Setup 

The long and complicated Company Setup Screen in our previous version has been replaced with several 

smaller and simpler screens. These screens are easier to understand and group similar setup items together. 

General System Setup 

These settings apply system wide.  This screen is sort of a catch-all screen for any settings that can’t easily be included 

in another, specific setup screen. 

RDS Company Setup 

This screen contains additional setup information for your RDS.  Most services operate as a single RDS.  However, if 

you operate more than one RDS System, each RDS will have its own settings under this screen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



System Surveys 

The system will automatically send out a survey to your customers after they order.  The survey can be sent 

just to new customers, or to repeat customers as well.  You can define as many questions as you like for the 

survey.  Each question can be designated to be included for delivery orders, takeout orders, group order, ex-

press orders, Internet orders, or phone orders or any combination. 

Questions can be setup to ask the customer to rate the issue from 1 to 10, or be single– or multiple-choice, or 

just allow the customer to enter his or her own answer. 

Surveys are sent out approximately one hour after the order has been picked up or delivered, and the results 

are emailed directly to you. 

Internet Ordering Setup 

This screen allows you to specify settings that control the user experience when customers order on-line. 

 



The Power Flash Zoning System 
Zoning is one the most powerful, and least understood features of Power Flash.  When used properly, zoning 

allows you great freedom is defining your delivery parameters! 

What is a zone? 

The system uses “zones” to determine customer delivery eligibility and pricing for each restaurant.  The first thing to un-

derstand about zones is that every customer belongs to ONE zone, and only ONE zone.   The Zone is the geographic 

area where the customer is located. Zones can be setup in one of two ways:  By Zip Code, or by a polygon boundary, or 

both.  

If you setup a zone using a polygon boundary, any address that falls inside that boundary will be in that zone.  Period.  

Polygon boundaries are the most absolute ways to ensure your customers are properly identified.  You setup polygon 

zones by using the www.poygon.com tool shown in the picture above.  Simply draw out your boundary, and the Copy/

Paste the Latitude/Longitude coordinate in the right-hand window into the Power Flash zone setup. 

The second way to assign customers to zones is by zip code. Any customers in that zip code is assigned to that zone 

automatically.  

If the zip code spans two zones, assign it to the larger zone, and use the polygon tool for the other zone., zone.  Since 

polygon zones take precedent over zip-code defined zones, the system will assign a customer to the polygon zone even 

if the zip code is assigned to another zone.  This allows you to setup zip codes that span multiple zones! 

Setting up your zones properly is imperative for proper operation of the Power Flash System.   All other delivery func-

tions are based on the customer being in the proper zone to begin with.  Available restaurants, delivery fees, order mini-

mums, drive times, distance limitations, lead times, and automatic gratuities all depend on the customer being assigned 

to the proper zone. 
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Delivery Fee Schedules 
A Delivery Fee Schedule is a setup of parameters used when determining availability and pricing.  

Each Delivery Fee Schedule has separate sections for Residential Customers, Business Customers, and 

Hotel Customers.  Then each type of customer has a section for Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner.  That is 

NINE total sections! 

For each Delivery Fee Schedule Section, you set a delivery fee (either a flat fee, a percentage fee, or a dis-

tance-based fee, or any combination thereof!), minimum food order size, and automatic tip,  That means 

that each Delivery Fee Schedule you setup has can have separate delivery fees, order minimums, and tip 

settings for residential customers (at breakfast, at lunch, and at dinner), business customers (at breakfast, 

at lunch, and at dinner), and hotel customers (at breakfast, at lunch, and at dinner),  

This entire matrix is ONE Delivery Fee Schedule, and this is what you assign individually for each zone and 

individually for each restaurant. 

The end result of all of this setup is that you have complete control over what restaurants are available to 

which customers, and how much each of those customers pays for the delivery, as well what the minimum 

order amount should be, and how much they must tip, down to the type of customer and time of day! 



Time Zones & Power Flash 
Power Flash uses Google to automatically manager time zone information for all orders in the system, no 

matter how large and spread out your RDS is!  When setting up RDS and restaurant hours of operations, you 

enter all times as local times, and Power Flash will take care of the rest. 

 

RDS Hours of Operation by Area, Region, or Zone! 
Another new feature we recently added is the ability to setup different hours of operation for your RDS for 

each Area, Region or even Zone in your system. 

You can also assign different hours menus to each Area, Region, or Zone as well. 

Credit Card Processing 
We have chosen Blue Pay Systems as our primary credit card processor.  Blue Pay offers very competitive 

rates, and has proven to be very responsive and supportive of our system. 

When a customer uses a credit card for the first time, Power Flash will vet the card through Blue Pay to verify 

that it has the correct billing address, zip code, and security code. Bluepay will then return a special token 

code that Power Flash will use from that point on to refer to that card.  This means that Power Flash no long-

er has to store ANY credit card data on our servers. That’s one more layer or protection for your customers! 

When an order is placed for delivery today or tomorrow, the card is authorized right away. If the order is an 

advanced order, the card is vetted, but is not actually authorized until the day of delivery. 

 



Website Feature: Image Management 

These screen allows you to upload logos for Restaurant. Restaurant Chains, and Hotels.   You can also 

change the default system images used for order and entrée types.   

 

Images can also be uploaded 

for menu groups and even 

individual menu items. 

 

You can also upload pictures 

of your drivers. If you upload 

an image of your diver, and 

you have enabled Order 

Tracking, the system will 

send the customer an email 

when the driver has been 

assigned to the order, and 

the customer can click on a 

link to see where their order 

is. They can also see the pic-

ture of their driver along with 

a short Bio for that driver! 

 

The system supports many 

different images formats, in-

cluding TIF, JPG, GIF, GMP, 

PNG,   The system will auto-

matically re-size your picture 

and transform it into the prop-

er format.  The system will 

rename all pictures giving 

them an English sounding, 

description name that will 

help to enhance your search 

engine rankings! 

 

 



New Website Features & Design 

We have completely rewritten the website code from the ground up.  The basic flow and layout of the core 

pages has been maintained so that your customers will easily understand and transition to the new site.  

New Framework 

First, the new site now uses Bootstrap 3 

for its core framework. This is, by far, 

the most popular framework used today, 

and gives the website the new “Web 

2.0” look and feel. Bootstrap 3 is specifi-

cally designed to support any device 

your customer may use, from a smart 

phone to a tablet to a notebook to a 

desktop. Your website will automatically 

adjust and rearrange itself to fit in what-

ever size screen is being used. 

English Page Names 

The website now uses English friendly 

page names for every page.  There are 

no more “PFR_Restaurant.asp” type 

pages.  Every page has a simple name, 

such as www.myRDS.com/MyOrder.   

Every restaurant page has its own 

name as well.  This will allow the search 

engines to scan and index every pages 

on your site, including individual pages 

for every restaurant. 

ADA Compliant 

The website now adheres to the best practices recommended to ensure that the site is ADA compliant. 

Faster Performance and Tighter Security 

The website is also much faster than previous versions, and incorporates the latest security features to protect 

against hackers.  Every page in the system is secured using the HTTPS protocol, and will display the tradition-

al “padlock” on the user’s browser showing that your site is secure. 

 



Website Feature: Blog Management 

Maintain your own blogs right inside Power Flash. Our new Blog Management feature allows you to create 

and maintain a blog using a system similar to Word Press.  We can even add a Blog Section to your home 

page, or customers can access it using a direct URL link inside your site, such as  www.myRDS.com/Blog 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Website Feature: Page Management 

Our Page Management feature not only allows you to control the content on many of the core system pag-

es, such as About Us, Feedback, Driver Application, Restaurant Owners, FAQ, Privacy Policy, TOS, and 

Refund, it also allows you to create brand new pages  that stand alone and can be accessed with their own 

URL. 

 


